
Fall Craft Ideas for Kids

Barn Owl Puppet

craft paper lunch sacks

googly eyes or black buttons

construction paper

fall leaves

felt pipe cleaners - orange

crayons

You will need -

Caring Barn

"Stained Glass" Fall Leaf

cut construction paper into shapes needed for head and

chest, glue onto the paper sack

glue googly eyes or buttons on for the eyes

take one pipe cleaner, cut in half, then cut each half

into thirds, twist the three parts together for the talons.

Insert in the paper sack and tape underneath.

find fall leaves outside for the feathers - glue or tape in

place on the fold of each side

 To create -

card stock or construction paper 

leaf template

tissue paper 

contact paper

scissors

You will need -

cut out the leaf template

trace the outline of the leaf template on card stock or construction paper 

cut two pieces of contact paper slightly larger than the leaf's outer dimensions

place the leaf border on the sticky side of the contact paper

cut out 1" x 1" squares of tissue paper - all different colors

randomly place squares of tissue paper inside the leaf border, overlap slightly onto the

border

place second piece of contact paper -sticky side down  and lining up with the other

contact paper

cut along the outer edges of the leaf

hang in a window to display

To create -

milk cartons

red paint 

paint brushes

wasabi tape or packaging labels in white

construction paper or cardstock

small toy animals - optional

You will need -

rinse and wash out empty milk cartons, let dry

glue top opening

paint "barn", let day 

cut tape or labels to size for the outline of the barn doors

and windows

cut "barn doors" - optional 

 place animals in the barn

Question: Bess cared for the animals. What do you care

for? 

To create -
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